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Stock Takes

In inventory module, select “Stock Take” at the top right of the page. This will open up a screen with
all the items on the left of the screen and columns of the store locations. The stock items on the page
will be in the same order as on the sheet so do not try to arrange them for any reason.

1. Choose the appropriate stock location and enter the stock in the same units as when you
GRV’d so that it shows a true reflection and there are no deviations. Start at the top of the
page, entering the stock figures, working your way down. If you have no stock on certain lines
fill in “0” to show the variance. Once all the stock has been entered go back up to the top and
investigate variances

2. If you are happy with the figures, press “Accept” at the top left of the page. (PLEASE
ENSURE YOUR CLOSING DATE FOR YOUR STOCK TAKE IS CORRECT)

NB: if you are doing stock take on the 1st of the month you need to back date that stock
take to the last day of the month i.e. 31st or 30th. That way the figures that you input will
be the closing stock take for previous month and the opening stock take for the new
month.
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Generating Stock Movement Report

The stock movement report by value will give you the TOTAL CLOSING AND OPENING VALUE
of stock for the month.

NB – You need to ensure you generate this report for the correct dates, this report builds the figures
based on the transactions for that period. If you performed a stock take on the 2nd of the previous
month and didn’t back date it and you then pull the report from the 1st to the end of the current month
your stock value will not be correct. You cannot submit figures based on the 2nd of the month and
then generate a report from the 1st.

To make things easy ensure stock takes are done on the same date that you close your books, so if
your month end runs from the 1st to the 1st, then stock take needs to take place accordingly. If your
opening figures don’t balance to the closing figure of the previous month then 99% of the time the
date range is incorrect.

The user is inputting the stock take and telling the system what SOH is in the shop. The system is
then taking those figures as the closing stock figures for the month.

Below is a stock movement report generated from the 1st May – 1st June. According to the system the
opening stock value for the KITCHEN on the 1st May was R 48 923.33 then the closing stock according to what
has been inputted was R 46 081.33. That opening stock that was done on the 1st May will not change unless
there is a major change in average cost price. If you do not agree with that figure then request the original
stock sheets and compare the items that were counted.
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Important Stock Takes TIPS

1. Always keep original stock take documents and ensure they are dated correctly.

2. If there is a discrepancy then generate the stock movement quantities report and ensure the
OPENING QUANTITIES match exactly what is counted on the physical stock sheets. If they
don’t, then there lies the problem.

3. Always enter in a 0 for items that you don’t have in stock

4. Remember to generate your value report per required location and department
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